Human instance segmentation is a core problem for human-centric scene understanding and segmenting human instances poses a unique challenge to vision systems due to large intra-class variations in both appearance and shape, and complicated occlusion patterns. In this paper, we propose a new poseaware human instance segmentation method. Compared to the previous pose-aware methods which first predict bottom-up poses and then estimate instance segmentation on top of predicted poses, our method integrates both top-down and bottom-up cues for an instance: it adopts detection results as human proposals and jointly estimates human pose and instance segmentation for each proposal. We develop a modular recurrent deep network that utilizes pose estimation to refine instance segmentation in an iterative manner. Our refinement modules exploit pose cues in two levels: as a coarse shape prior and local part attention. We evaluate our approach on two public multi-person benchmarks: OCHuman dataset and COCOPersons dataset. The proposed method surpasses the state-of-the-art methods on OCHuman dataset by 3.0 mAP and on COCOPersons by 6.4 mAP, demonstrating the effectiveness of our approach.
I. INTRODUCTION
Semantic instance segmentation aims to achieve pixel level object category classification and object instance grouping simultaneously. Solving this task plays an important role in scene understanding, evidenced by recent surge of interest in computer vision community [3] - [6] . Among all the object categories considered, human instance has attracted significant attention due to its wide range of real-world applications, such as human-robot interaction [7] , human behavior analysis [8] , and autonomous driving [9] , as well as the unique challenges in human segmentation for general scenes [1] .
The challenges of human segmentation mainly originates from two properties of human category: firstly, human instances have large intra-class variations in both appearance and shape, due to their clothing and highly deformable body; Moreover, as human individuals typically interact with other objects in their daily activities, they produces very complex visual patterns, in particular, (self-)occlusions between
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Generic object instance segmentation frameworks, e.g. Mask R-CNN [3] , typically perform unsatisfactorily on human instance segmentation in case of heavy occlusion.
A key reason is that instance grouping is ambiguous given a box proposal when multiple object instances are heavily overlapped inside the box region. To tackle this problem, recently Zhang et al. [1] propose a bottom-up approach that utilizes estimated human poses to generate instance proposals and then performs human segmentation for each proposal. It leverages the grouping of sparse keypoints as an intermediate stage to mitigate the problem of ambiguity in dense segmentation. Despite their encouraging results, such a bottom-up strategy suffers from several drawbacks in handling crowded scenes with occlusions. First, the task of predicting and grouping sparse keypoints of human instances itself is a challenging task due to deformations and hence such pose-based proposal generation methods usually have lower recall rates compared to detection-based ones. For example, on the OCHuman benchmark, the bottom-up pose estimator [10] only produces 54.1% in recall rate, while VOLUME 8, 2020 This work is licensed under a Creative Commons Attribution 4.0 License. For more information, see http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0/ FIGURE 1. Human instance segmentation in the wild. Bottom-up pose estimation fails to recall human instances because of the mis-grouping or mis-detecting errors. Our method integrates instance detection, pose and segmentation in a principled manner.
Faster R-CNN detector [11] achieves 92.3%. In addition, their fusion of pose cue and image features for segmentation is suboptimal due to its stage-wise design: instance segmentation is built on top of estimated poses, and hence the grouping errors of pose estimation will propagate into final segmentation. In this work, we propose a new pose-aware approach to human instance segmentation in order to address the aforementioned limitations. In contrast to previous pose-aware methods [1] , [2] which estimate instance segmentation on top of predicted poses, our method integrates both top-down and bottom-up cues of an instance: we adopt the detection results as human proposals to achieve high recall rate, and jointly estimate human pose and instance segmentation in each detection proposal. In this way, we are able to integrate proposal features and inferred pose cues in a principled manner, preventing error propagation from pose-based grouping to final segmentation. Fig. 1 shows typical examples of human instance segmentation with occlusion and our results.
To achieve this, we develop a modular recurrent deep network that performs pose estimation and instance segmentation in an iterative manner. Given a human proposal, our network first produces an initial segmentation mask, which is further refined by integrating estimated pose heatmaps. We then use the refined feature map to generate the output instance mask. This refinement step can be repeated multiple times to further improve the segmentation quality, leading to an overall multi-stage architecture.
Concretely, each refinement step exploits the pose cue in two ways: fusing the heatmaps as a coarse shape prior and as an attention to the local parts. This is implemented by two types of network blocks: a global block that uses an hourglass-like structure to combine the pose heatmap with conv features of each proposal, and a local block that uses shallow convolution layers to refine the combined proposal features. Moreover, our model jointly estimates the pose heatmaps in two different designs which provides a flexible trade-off between accuracy and efficiency: the first treats the pose estimation as an external function and is able to use a state-of-the-art pose estimator with superior performances; the second design employs a unified network to estimate pose and segmentation which greatly simplifies the computation.
We evaluate our approach on two public multi-person benchmarks, OCHuman [1] and COCOPersons [12] dataset. The results show that our method achieves the new state of the art on both datasets, evidencing the effectiveness of our proposed strategy. Our main contributions are three folds:
• We propose a pose-aware human instance segmentation method that is able to utilize both detection proposals and pose heatmaps to refine segmentation.
• We develop a recurrent deep network for human instance segmentation, capable of incorporating pose estimation and segmentation in a flexible and effective manner.
• We achieve the state-of-the-art performance for the task of human instance segmentation on both OCHuman dataset and COCOPersons dataset.
II. RELATED WORK 1) IMAGE SEGMENTATION
There is broad literature about image segmentation. Many works [13] , [14] use graphical model and design energy functions for image segmentation. Peng et al. [15] proposed highorder energy optimization for stereo image segmentation. Shen et al. [16] proposed a higher-order energy optimization for single image segmentation. In [13] , [17] , submodular maximization methods are used for motion segmentation and image segmentation. For deep learning based methods, many works utilize CNNs for semantic image segmentation. FCN [18] utilizes fully convolution networks for pixel-wise semantic labeling. Since then, many works follow this strategy, such as U-Net [19] , DeepLab [20] and SegNet [21] . For semantic instance segmentation, early works [4] - [6] , [22] , [23] typically employ a detection mechanism to generate object proposals, from which each object instance is segmented separately. More recent efforts adopt an integrated approach based on deep networks [3] , [24] , [25] . In particular, Mask R-CNN [3] integrates object proposal generation and segmentation into a unified convnet framework. Cascaded Mask R-CNN [26] improves Mask R-CNN by utilizing cascaded architecture for segmentation refinement, but showed small improvement for human segmentation as it does not exploit pose cues for refinement. These generic methods, however, have difficulty in handling the challenging scenarios of human segmentation.
2) HUMAN INSTANCE SEGMENTATION
To cope with challenges in human segmentation, several works have explored the idea of joint human pose estimation and instance segmentation. Mask R-CNN [3] deals with detection, segmentation and keypoint estimation in a unified framework, but does not show the benefit of pose estimation for instance segmentation. Tripathi et al. [27] propose to combine the estimated pose and an oversegmentation to FIGURE 2. Overview of our PoSeg framework: a base network computes conv features and an initial mask estimation, and a refinement network generates pose estimation and reifnes initial mask using the pose information. Local refinement block and global refinement block are alternately concatenated in the refinement network. h indicates estimated pose heatmap, and s 0 , s 1 , s t are segmentation probabilities. For JoPoSeg configuration, h is iteratively refined as a dual task of segmentation.
generate a pose-instance map, which is used to improve instance segmentation. However, this approach highly relies on the quality of pose prior and visibility flags, and thus less robust for real-world scenarios.
For multi-person segmentation, bottom-up approaches are often adopted to generate instance proposals. PersonLab [2] first estimates a semantic segmentation of person category and human poses over the entire image, and then predicts a geometric embedding to associate foreground pixels to estimated pose joints for final instance segmentation. However, as it highly relies on the performance of pose grouping, its overall performance is only on par with generic segmentation methods such as Mask R-CNN. A recent approach, Pose2Seg [1] , also uses estimated human pose to generate instance proposals, which suffers from low recall rate in comparison to detection-based proposals. In addition, their segmentation is predicated based on the estimated poses, which leads to propagation of the grouping errors of poses to segmentation. In contrast, our model employs detectionbased proposals to achieve high recall rate first, and then jointly estimate pose and segmentation for each detection proposal. With a detection-guided fusion strategy, our method is less sensitive to errors in pose estimation. To exploit pose cue for human instance segmentation, we propose global and local refinement blocks. However, our current fusion mechanism of pose cue and proposal features is a simple concatenate operation. Similar to other applications, such as object tracking [28] , [29] , human-object interaction detection [30] and photo cropping [31] , it's easy to further improve our framework by inserting better attention modules after fusions to enhance the segmentation features.
3) MULTI-PERSON POSE ESTIMATION
Pose estimation plays a critical role in human parsing and has attracted much attention, in particular for multiple person scenarios. Recent progress largely relies on two strategies to cope with multiple poses, i.e., the bottom-up and top-down approaches.
The bottom-up approaches typically first detect keypoints of all persons, and then partition the joint candidates into person instances according to associations between joints [32] , [33] . Recently, several works [2] , [10] , [34] introduce latent embedding to encode part associations and treat grouping and detection as a joint task. Reference [35] also propose to jointly generate partitions and infer instance-specific keypoint configurations. Kocabas et al. [36] propose to incorporate detection proposals and bottom-up keypoints by learning residuals on the heatmap of each proposal.
The top-down approaches first use detection to obtain human proposals, and then apply single person pose estimation for each proposal [3] , [37] - [39] . Such two-step strategy divide the overall multi-person pose estimation problem into two easier sub-problems. Most recent efforts focus on learning better representations for single person pose estimation. Early convolution pose machines [40] and stacked hourglass networks [41] leverage multi-stage architectures and exploit intermediate supervision. Chen et al. [42] proposed a cascaded feature pyramid network. Xiao et al. [43] concatenated a simple de-convolution layer to the resnet [44] backbone. HRNet [45] keeps high resolution representation though its forward process. In this work, we employ a top-down strategy in our pose estimation module. Specifically, we adopt an off-the-shelf pose estimator [45] with high performance in our ExPoSeg model and a variant of the hour-glass pose estimator [41] in the JoPoSeg model.
III. OUR MODEL A. OVERVIEW
Given an image I , we first generate a set of human instance
indicates bounding box parameters of the i-th proposal. 1 For each proposal, we crop an image patch and resize it into an input image P i of size H × W for our model. Our goal is to jointly estimate a pose heatmap h i of K joints and a segmentation mask m i for each proposal. To this end, we propose a modular recurrent deep network consisting of two types of network modules: a base network F base and a refinement network F refn , illustrated in Fig. 2 . F base computes conv features and an initial mask estimation, and F refn generates pose estimation and refines the initial mask using the pose information. We can concatenate several refinement modules to further improve the quality of mask estimation. We now describe the two main network modules in detail below.
B. BASE NETWORK
Our base network F base uses multiple convolution layers to extract a conv feature map, which is fed into an hourglass network [41] to generate an initial human proposal feature 0 and a segmentation prediction s 0 . Here s 0 represents a dense estimate of foreground (i.e., human class) probability. Note that the hourglass network extracts features at multiple resolutions to capture global and local context efficiently.
Formally, given a proposal's image P (we omit the index for clarity), the base network F base predicts the initial proposal features 0 and segmentation probability s 0 :
where 0 ∈ R C×H ×W is a conv feature map of C channels and size in H × W and s 0 ∈ [0, 1] H ×W is the mask probability on the feature map.
C. REFINEMENT NETWORK WITH EXTERNAL POSE
Our refinement network module F refn utilizes an estimated pose heatmap h and proposal features to refine instance segmentation. We first introduce a strategy that estimates pose independently by exploiting an external pose estimator. The advantage of this strategy is its flexibility in using any state-of-the-art method and strong performance. We refer this configuration as ExPoSeg since the pose cue is estimated from an external module. Formally, we use a pose estimator 2 F pose to generate the pose heatmap h, followed by the refinement network:
where h ∈ R K ×H ×W is the human joint heatmap, and r ∈ R C×H ×W and s r ∈ [0, 1] H ×W are refined proposal features and segmentation probability.
Our refinement process exploits pose cues from two aspects: first, it uses the pose heatmap as a coarse-level shape prior to enhance the proposal feature; second, the human joint heatmap also provides an attention mechanism to focus on human parts, which are usually hard to locate in cluttered scenes. We implement these ideas by building the refinement network based on two types of blocks: a global refinement block with an hourglass-like structure and a local refinement block consisting of shallow convolution layers. Below we describe the details of those two blocks.
1) GLOBAL REFINEMENT BLOCK
The global refinement block, denoted as R g , takes a segmentation probability s in , a proposal feature in and a pose 2 In this work, we adopt the state-of-the-art pose estimator HRNet [45] .
heatmap h as input, and generates a refined feature out and an updated segmentation probability s out :
Concretely, the block first applies a 1 × 1 convolution to all inputs and adds them element-wisely, followed by feeding them into an hourglass network to produce the refined feature out . The feature then is used to predict s out by a 1 × 1 convolution layer.
2) LOCAL REFINEMENT BLOCK
The local refinement block, denoted as R l , consists of shallow convolution layers, which takes a segmentation probability s in , a proposal feature in and a pose heatmap h as inputs and generates an updated segmentation probability s out :
Specifically, each input is first applied with a 1 × 1 convolution and all of them are added element-wisely as the input feature to a shallow convolutional network. We adopt a two-layer convolutional network to generate an intermediate segmentation probability s mid , which is fused with in and h by a 1 × 1 convolution. The fused feature is fed into another two-layer 3 × 3 convolutional network to generate an updated segmentation probability s out . The detailed process is illustrated in Fig. 2 . The local refinement block adopts a two-step strategy by predicting an intermediate output, and the segmentation probability is refined locally in each step.
3) MULTI-STAGE REFINEMENT
Our refinement blocks exploit pose cue to refine segmentation probability. To achieve better fusion effect of pose and segmentation, we concatenate multiple refinement modules into a multi-stage architecture. At stage t, refinement module F t refn does the following functional mapping:
As shown in Fig. 2 , for stage t = 1, the base network already predicts an initial segmentation probability s 0 whose features have global receptive field, we thus only adopt a local refinement block in the corresponding refinement module. For t >= 2, refinement modules are built by concatenating a global refinement block and a local refinement block alternately.
D. REFINEMENT NETWORK WITH POSE ESTIMATION
While using an external pose estimation module is effective, it usually leads to a model architecture with high computation cost. Here we introduce a second strategy that adopts a unified framework for pose estimation and segmentation in order to simplify the model structure. We refer to this variant of our method as JoPoSeg as the pose is jointly estimated with segmentation. Specially, we first use the base network to build a pose estimator and generate a pose heatmap h 0 , and then define a refinement network F refn that jointly updates segmentation probability s 0 , pose heatmap h 0 and proposal features 0 :
where h r and h 0 ∈ R K ×H ×W , and 0 , r , s 0 , s r are defined as before.
Our refinement network also consists of global refinement blocks and local refinement blocks. The global refinement block updates proposal features, segmentation probability and pose heatmap with an hourglass network:
The local refinement block uses multiple conv layers to refine both segmentation and heatmap:
We adopt the two-step strategy by generating intermediate outputs of segmentation probability and heatmap, illustrated in Fig. 3 . The block first uses two separate two-layer convolutional networks to estimate intermediate predictions s mid and h mid from { in , s in , h in } independently. It then fuses the intermediate outputs with in and uses another two separate two-layer convolutional networks to generate updated segmentation probability s out and heatmap h out . In the latter step, refinement process is based on intermediate predictions with better quality, thus achieves better refinement effect. We also concatenate multiple refinement modules in JoPoSeg. For stage t, F t refn jointly refines heatmap and segmentation:
E. MODEL INFERENCE
For a T-stage model, we take the output of the last stage s T as our prediction. s T is warped to original image space using bilinear sampling, and then applied with binary thresholding to get final estimated maskm. We set the threshold to 0.5 in our experiments. For scoring strategy, we use initial detection score s i to sort our predictions. We then apply non-maximum suppression(nms) to them to get final result.
IV. MODEL TRAINING
The object detector Faster R-CNN [11] and pose estimator [45] of ExPoSeg are an external modules and thus are pretrained in our method. Below we focus on training of our refinement network.
A. LOSS FUNCTION
We use the standard Binary Cross Entropy (BCE) loss for instance segmentation and Mean Square Error(MSE) loss for pose estimation. Assume we have a training set with size N, for i-th training sample, the segmentation loss L i m is calculated by computing the mean of BCE losses for all the segmentation predictions of base network, global refinement blocks and local refinement blocks. The overall loss of ExPoSeg model has the form:
For JoPoSeg model, we also incorporate the pose estimation loss in the training. The heatmap loss L i h is calculated by computing the mean of MSE losses for all the heatmap predictions of base network, global refinement blocks and local refinement blocks. The overall loss function for JoPoSeg model is:
where β is the weight to balance the loss of instance segmentation and pose estimation.
B. OCCLUDED INSTANCES MINING
One important scenario we aim to tackle is instance segmentation under heavily occluded scenarios. However, it's usually expensive to annotate a large amount of instances with heavy occlusions due to complex occlusion patterns. One solution, as conducted in our experiments, is to train our model on a general dataset (e.g., COCOPersons [12] ), and evaluate it on the occlusion dataset (e.g.,OCHuman [1] ). However, the distribution between general dataset and occlusion dataset can be different. To overcome this problem, we generate an occlusion subset from general dataset by the criterion that the maximum spatial overlap (defined by box IOU) between target person and nearby persons is larger than γ . During training, we first train our model on the entire general dataset, and then finetune the model on this occlusion subset. We refer this training strategy as occluded instances mining(OIM).
V. EXPERIMENTS
In this section, we present the results of our experiments. We first describe the datasets, evaluation metric, and implementation details. Then we conduct ablation studies to validate the components or strategies of our framework, and report the quantitative results on public benchmarks. Finally, we show several qualitative results to demonstrate the efficacy of our model.
A. DATASETS 1) OCHUMAN DATASET
OCHuman dataset [1] is very challenging as it focuses on heavily occluded humans. The maximum IOU between each person and its nearby persons is 0.67 on average. The dataset consists of a validation set, which contains 2500 images with 4313 instances, and a test set, which contains 2231 images with 3797 instances. According to the MaxIou of each person, validation set or test set is further divided into a Moderate(M) split, where the MaxIOU ranges from 0.50 to 0.75, and a Hard(H) split, where the MaxIOU ranges from 0.75 to 1.00.
2) COCOPERSONS DATASET
COCOPersons dataset is a subset of COCO keypoint dataset [12] . As proposed in [1] , the dataset only consider those instances with both keypoints and segmentation annotated. The dataset contains 57k/2.3k images with 150k/6k instances for training/validation set. The scenarios on COCOPersons dataset include common activities of daily life with single and multiple persons. Hence it is treated as a general dataset that does not focus on crowded human scenes.
B. EVALUATION METRIC
Following [1] , we use mean Average Precision(mAP) across different IOUs from 0.5 to 0.95 to evaluate segmentation performance.
C. IMPLEMENTATION DETAILS
We use Faster R-CNN detector [11] to get human proposals. Our detector is trained on COCO train2017 split, achieves 37.0 mAP on general objects, and 52.9 mAP on person category. For ExPoSEg, we adopt the state-of-the-art High Resolution Net (HRNet) [45] as pose estimator, which achieves 76.3 mAP on COCO val2017 set by using Faster R-CNN detection proposals. Considering overall model complexity, we concatenated two refinement modules in our final model, thus T = 2.
We implement our method with PyTorch [46] framework. To train our PoSeg, we first label each detected proposal by whether it successfully recalls a human instance. Proposals with positive labels are used for training. Each training proposal is enlarged by 1.1 and resized to 256 × 256 after padding. We randomly apply horizontal flip for each input with 0.5, scale augmentation with [0.7, 1.3], rotation with degrees of [−30, +30], color jitter with [0.8, 1.2]. For occluded instance mining, we set IOU threshold γ = 0.2. In JoPoseg, the weight to balance heatmap and segmentation is set to β = 2e − 4. During training, we use Adam optimizer with initial learning rate 2e-4. Batch size is set to 32. We drop the learning rate to 2e-5 at epoch 80 and 2e-6 at epoch 130, and stop training process at epoch 150. During testing process, we use the Intersection over Union(IOU) between predicted masks as nms distance. We set NMS threshold to 0.8 for OCHuman dataset as its human instances are heavily occluded, and 0.6 for COCOPersons dataset as it consists of general scenarios.
D. ABLATION STUDY
In this section, we first perform an ablation study on refinement strategy, validating that our fusion mechanism of pose and segmentation adequately exploits pose cues. We further report the intermediate predictions of our JoPoSeg model, showing that the predictions are indeed refined after each refinement process. We then analyze the model complexity of our proposed ExPoSeg and JoPoSeg. We then perform an ablation study to validate the effectiveness of the occluded instances mining strategy. We finally perform ablation study on the number of refinement stage to determine how to choose T .
1) REFINEMENT STRATEGY
We perform experiments with different compositions of 2stage ExPoSeg model on OCHuman val set, shown in Tab. 1. No refine indicates the base network, experiments show that it produces results with 16.8 mAP. Refine w/o pose indicates the model refines segmentation by image features, which has similar architecture as the stacked hourglass network [41] , and it has 20.9 mAP. Local refine indicates the global refinement processes of the model do not use pose cues, but still exploit image features. By only adopting local refinement strategy, the performance can improve about 4.6 mAP. Global refine indicates the local refinement process of the model do not use pose cues, but still exploit image features. Tab. 1 shows such fusion mechanism of pose and segmentation can improve the performance from 20.9 mAP to 25.2 mAP. Finally, Local+Global refine indicates the full ExPoSeg model, it achieves 25.9 mAP. Note that the functions of global refinement strategy and local refinement strategy have overlaps. The coarse shape prior may also help the network to refine part regions by the sparse keypoints on heatmaps.
2) INTERMEDIATE OUTPUTS
To further understand that our predictions are indeed refined after each refinement step, we report the intermediate outputs of 2-stage JoPoSeg on OCHuman val set, shown in Tab. 2. We can observe that both segmentation and pose are iteratively refined after each refinement process. We also observe that on early stages, both segmentation and pose have large improvements after refinement processes, while on latter stages, the performances become saturate since the benefits of pose prior or segmentation prior has been exploited in early stages.
3) EXPOSEG VS JOPOSEG
ExPoSeg model benefits from the external pose estimation module that is able to get a pose prediction with high performance. However, the overall model complexity of ExPoSeg turns to be significantly increased. To evaluate the increased number of parameters by fusing pose cues with segmentation, we use a 2-stack hourglass network as a baseline model as it refines segmentation without pose cues. Given the external human detector, we show the number of model parameters of our baseline model, JoPoSeg model and ExPoSeg model in Tab. 4. Our JoPoSeg model increases 12.54 M parameters compare with baseline model, while ExPoSeg model nearly doubled the parameters and adds 68.62 M parameters compare with baseline model.
4) OCCLUDED INSTANCES MINING
The data distribution on heavily occluded scenarios is different from general scenes. For OCHuman dataset, we first train our model on all training samples of COCOPersons dataset, and then perform oim to finetune our model on those occluded instances. The performance comparison of OCHuman val set is shown in Tab. 5. We can observe that oim gives an improvement about 0.5 mAP for each model.
5) NUMBER OF REFINEMENT STAGE T
Finally, we perform ablation study on the number of refinement stage to determine how to choose T . We did experiments on OCHuman val dataset using JoPoSeg and the results are shown in Tab. 6. We found that increasing T will improve performance but the improvement [1] , [3] . The best model has an improvement of 4.2/3.0 mAP on val/test set, achieving new state-of-the-art. Note that the performance of ExPoSeg is slightly better than JoPoSeg, as it utilizes heatmaps with higher quality, as shown in Tab. 7. 
F. RESULTS ON COCOPERSONS DATASET
Our detection result achieves 52.9 mAP on person category of val set. The pose estimation result of ExPoSeg/JoPoSeg model achieves 69.1/63.5 mAP on val set. Instance segmentation results are shown in Tab. 8. Note that for PersonLab [2] , we report the best performance among all configurations, which uses Resnet152 [44] as its backbone and adopts multiscale strategy during inference. Besides, the detector of Per-sonLab is trained and tested among the whole person category of COCO dataset, hence we only report the scores of Median and Large categories, following [1] . Our ExPoSeg achieves 61.9 mAP, and JoPoSeg achieves 61.2 mAP, outperforms the state-of-the-art methods by a significant margin. The best model, ExPoSeg outperforms 6.4 mAP compare with current state-of-the-art Pose2Seg [1] .
G. QUALITATIVE RESULTS
We show the qualitative results in Fig. 4 . To validate the efficacy of our fusion mechanism of pose and segmentation, we also visualize the results of the 2-stack Hourglass network [41] which only utilize image features to refine segmentation. We can observe that our PoSeg models are able to predict masks with small grouping errors, while Hourglass network predicts masks with large grouping errors. From the 1st row, 3rd row and 4th row, we can observe that Hourglass network sometimes misses some parts, while our PoSeg models estimate part masks more accurately, which demonstrates our motivation of local refinement strategy. From the left instance of the 4th row, we observe that, although the pose estimator of ExPoSeg mis-groups the right knee, our ExPoSeg is able to predict an accurate segmentation mask for that part. This is because our initial segmentation features are extracted from detection proposal, thus prevent error propagation of pose grouping results.
VI. CONCLUSION
In this work, we propose a new pose-aware human instance segmentation method that is able to utilize both detection proposals and pose heatmaps to refine segmentation. To achieve this, we develop a recurrent network to utilize the pose heatmaps and image features to refine segmentation in an iterative manner. The refinement network exploits pose cues in two manners: as a coarse shape prior and local part attention. We implement this by alternatively concatenating global refinement blocks and local refinement blocks. According to how the heatmap is generated, our PoSeg has two different configurations: ExPoSeg, in which heatmap is estimated from external pose estimator, and JoPoSeg, in which heatmap is estimated jointly with segmentation. The experimental results show that our method achieves new state of the art performances on OCHuman dataset and COCOPersons dataset.
